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Fall-Arrest/Positioning Harness
With Leg, Seat, Waist, Chest & Shoulder Straps and
Integral Positioning Belt with Tongue Buckle

^ This premium full-body harness
^̂ N^ features Ultra-Hyde-lined waist

^W^ /IV~~~~ ancl Ie9 straPs witn tongue buckle
^y / l\ and grommeted holes. It is de-

* * signed to arrest free falls and to
distribute impact forces over thighs, pelvis, waist, chest and
shoulders as required by OSHA. Integral waist belt has
D-rings with rollers at each side that permits harness to be
used for positioning. Extra tough harness is ideal for workers
on transmission towers and other elevated sites. The leg,
seat, waist, chest, and shoulder straps provide freedom of
movement and extra comfort in normal use as well as
support during and after a fall. Shoulder, chest, and waist
strap colors contrast with leg and seat colors to simplify
putting the harness on. Harness component: Harness is
equipped with one adjustable, forged, circle D-ring with roller
at back for attaching a fall-arrest connecting device. Harness
is made of rugged 1-3/4" (44 mm) Type 19, or equivalent,
nylon webbing. The chest strap features a friction-style
buckle. Shoulder straps have friction slide adjusters for
optimum fit. This harness is certified and compliant with
ANSI and CSA requirements.

Cat. No.
87080
87081
87082

Size
Medium
Large
Extra Large
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Fall-Arrest/Positioning Harness
Ironworker's Full-Body Harness with Nylon

W^
Cushion Pad
A comfortable full-body harness
designed to satisfy the unique
mobility, tool and equipment
storage needs of the Ironworker.

Belt Component: One end of the waist belt can be removed
to slide on a bolt bag, tie wire reel or bull pin holder; whatever
tunnel-looped or slotted tool pouch is needed to make the job
easier. The 5-inch cushioned body pad provides added
support and comfort when working where positioning is
required. Positioning D-rings have rollers at each side that
permit the harness to be used for positioning. Harness
Component: Harness is equipped with one adjustable,
forged, circle D-ring with roller at back for attaching a fall-
arrest connecting device. Each shoulder strap has shoulder
pads to cushion the weight of the harness when it's loaded
with tools, parts and equipment. Constructed of durable
1-3/4" (44 mm) Type 13 nylon webbing, this harness is
certified and compliant with ANSI and CSA requirements.

Cat. No.
87830
87831
87832

Size
Medium
Large

Extra Large
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Fall-Arrest Harness
With Leg, Seat, Waist, Chest & Shoulder Straps

I 1 This comfortable, lightweight, full-body har-
4k ness is designed to arrest free falls and

^J l̂\ distribute impact forces over thighs, pelvis,
J waist, chest and shoulders as required by

OSHA. The leg, seat, waist, chest, and shoul-
der straps provide extra comfort in normal use as well as
support before, during and after a fall. Shoulder, chest, and
waist strap colors contrast with leg and seat colors to
simplify putting the harness on. Harness component:
Harness is equipped with one adjustable, forged, circle D-
ring with roller at back for attaching a fall-arrest connecting
device. The harness is made of tough 1-3/4" (44 mm) Type
13, or equivalent, nylon webbing. Shoulder straps have
friction slide adjusters for optimum fit. Both the waist and
chest straps feature friction-style buckles for positive
securement. Leg straps have tongue buckles with
grommeted holes. This harness is certified and compliant
with ANSI and CSA requirements.

Cat. No.
87020

Size
Medium

87021 Large
87022 Extra Large
87023 2X Large
Add Positioning to Your
Fall-Arrest Harness
For workers who also need positioning in
addition to fall arrest, this harness allows
insertion of an existing Klein positioning
belt. Never use a belt for fall arrest.
Belt inserts through 5" (127 mm) back-
strap loops on the harness.
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Figure A

Fall-Arrest Harness
With Leg, Seat, Waist, Chest & Shoulder Straps

I ~| This premium full-body harness features Ultra-
jlf Hyde-lined waist and leg straps with tongue
lfl\ buckle and grommeted holes. It is designed to

^ J arrest free falls and to distribute impact forces
over thighs, pelvis, waist, chest and shoulders

as required by OSHA. The leg, seat, waist and shoulder
straps provide freedom of movement and extra comfort in
normal use as well as support during and after a fall.
Shoulder, chest, and waist strap colors contrast with leg and
seat strap colors to simplify putting the harness on. Harness
component: Harness is equipped with one adjustable,
forged, circle D-ring with roller at back for attaching a fall-
arrest connecting device. Harness is made of rugged 1-3/4"
(44 mm) Type 19, or equivalent, nylon webbing. The chest
strap features a friction-style buckle. Shoulder straps have
friction slide adjusters for optimum fit. This harness is
certified and compliant with ANSI and CSA requirements.

Cat. No.
87074
87075
87076

Size
Medium
Large
Extra Large
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Sizing Table
Use your waist size to determine the correct ordering size.

Waist Size Range Size

32" to 40" (813-1016 mm) Small
36" to 44" (914-1118mm) Medium
40" to 48" (1016-1219 mm) Large
44" to 52" (1118 - 1321 mm) Extra Large
48" to 56" (1219 - 1422 mm) 2X Large
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